DANCE
Along with singing and humour, dancing must be considered one of the foundations of variety entertainment. Rarely
was it ever absent from the major variety genres of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries - notably minstrelsy,
vaudeville, pantomime, burlesque, revue, musical comedy and revusical etc. This section of the Australian Variety
Theatre Archive is therefore an opportunity to provide brief insights into the major trends and the mainstays of dance
on the Australian variety stage during that era.
None of the entries in this section should be considered definitive. There are numerous publications available which
offer greater depth of information and expertise in the wide array of styles performed and in the history behind their
development and popularity. Links are provided to specialty online websites where available, as well to selected offline reference sources.

L-R: Fred Leslie and Ivy Schilling; Radio Six (Nat Phillips' Stiffy and Mo Revue Co); Verna Bain; "Newsboy" chorus from Charles
Norman's production of There's Going to Be Good News (Cremorne Theatre, Brisbane ca. 1948)
.
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APACHE DANCE
The Apache (pronounced Ah-pahsh) is a highly dramatic dance created in Paris in 1908 by Max Dearly and Maurice
Mouvet. It courted much controversy during its time due to the male dancer's aggressive, even violent treatment of his
female partner. The dance portrays a domestic fight between two lovers that turns physical, leading to struggles,
slapping, punches, and other forms of abuse and typically ends with them reconciling, usually as a result of the woman
giving in to the man. Gary Chapman, in the Jazz Age Club, describes the dance as:
Wild, swinging, swaying and brutal. It entailed a French underworld
character (the Apache, usually a pimp) asking his woman (usually regarded
as a prostitute) for money. When she refuses there are mock slaps and
punches, the man picks her up and throws her to the ground, or lifts and
carries her while she struggles or feigns unconsciousness. Sometimes, the
woman fought back and sometimes the man dragged her by her hair before
whirling her in a circle and dumping her in a heap in the corner. She would
crawl back, beg forgiveness and profess her love. Eventually they perform a
dance which was in essence a rhythmic waltz.
Source: Gary Chapman.
The Jazz Club.

Source: Richard Powers. Social
Dance at Stanford.

The Apache dance made its first appearance in Australia in
December 1908 through the film The Red Hand, and in 1909 was
performed by Bert Gilbert and Lottie Sargent in the musical
comedy King of Cadonia. It continued to tour nationally through
into the following year. As a dance craze the Apache supplanted
the "Merry Widow" waltz-mania which had swept through Europe,
Great Britain, the USA and Australia among other places in 1907
and 1908 as a result of the hit West End and Broadway operetta.
Among those artists known to have performed the dance on the Australian
vaudeville stage during the early 1910s - the height of Apache mania here - were
Teddy and Decima McLean (aka the Australian Dartos, 1910-11), Percy Lodge and
Bertha Cuthbert (1910-11), the Ferran Trio (1912), the Quealys (1912-13), the De
Bruns (1913) and Freda Cuthbert and Tom Preston. Stanley McKay even included
the "celebrated dance" in his 1911 revival of the Bo-Peep pantomime (1910),1
while Vera Pearce and Edward Nable presented it as part of J.C. Williamson's
1912/13 production of Floradora.
The vaudeville stage was not the only place where Australian audiences could see
the dance. The Red Hand continued to be screened around the country well into
1910, the same year that Gussie Does the Apache Dance was taken up by various
enterprising managers. The dance also featured in Paris after Dark, a comedy
drama starring Mlle Polaire which also screened around Australia beginning 1910.
Although French performer, Mdlle Gaby Desleys claimed in mid-1910 that "the
The Australian Dartos in the
vogue of the Apache had passed," and had "unfortunately been replaced by the
Apache Dance
2
more gruesome Vampire Dance," the Apache Dance actually remained popular on
Referee (Sydney) 19 Jan. 1910, 16.
the Australian vaudeville stage, as elsewhere, well into the middle of the century.
George Wallace Snr is even recorded in 1930 as having performed an "amusing burlesque" of the dance at the Theatre
Royal, Perth with Tup Dudley.3 Eddie and Fifi presented it on ice at Sydney's Glaciarum Ice Rink in 1940;4 while
comedian Billie Shakespeare reportedly did "a clever burlesque of a one-man Apache dance" at Brisbane's Theatre
Royal in 1950.5
1
2
3
4
5

Northern Star (Lismore, NSW) 11 May 1911, 1. Advert.
"Graceful Dancing and Grotesque." Sunday Times (Sydney) 22 May 1910, 18.
"Theatre Royal." Daily News (Perth) 20 Oct. 1930, 10.
Sydney Morning Herald 22 May 1940, 2. Advert.
"Blue Patter at Royal." Courier Mail (Brisbane) 6 Nov. 1950, 8.

Further Reference:
Chapman, Gary. "The Apache." The Jazz Age Club. [sighted 18/03/2014]
Powers, Richard. "The Hidden Story of the Apache Dance." Social Dance at Stanford (2012). [sighted 18/03/2014]

Bert Gilbert and Lottie Sargent
performing the Apache dance
ca. 1910
Source: National Library of Australia.
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THE CHARLESTON
Synonymous with the jazz music, speakeasies and Flappers era of the 1920s, the Charleston is an American ragtime
jazz dance named after the city of Charleston, South Carolina. The style of dancing associated with the Charleston had
actually been performed in black communities from around the turn of the century,6 but did not become internationally
popular until 1923, when pianist/composer James P. Johnson wrote a tune he called "The Charleston," for the
Broadway musical Runnin' Wild. Although the show only ran from 29 October 1923 through 28 June 1924, it set in
motion one of the greatest international dance crazes of the twentieth century. A physical representation of the
uninhibited enthusiasm many of the young people of that generation wanted to express, by 1926 no other
contemporary dance style dance could match the Charleston's popularity.

Two couples dance the Charleston in America circa 1925.
Source: Courtship in America.

The Charleston can be danced solo, with a partner, or by a group, and while numerous variations are possible, the
basic steps involve kicking the legs and swinging the arms to a quick-paced 4/4 time rhythm. To begin the dance, one
first moves the right foot back one step and then kicks backwards with the left foot while the right arm moves forward.
Then both feet and arms are replaced to the start position and the right foot kicks forwards while the right arm moves
backwards. This is done with a little hop in between steps. The arms and legs move in opposite directions.
The word Charleston appears to have been first used in Australia in
connection with jazz music through the debut appearance of Norman
Stewart's Charleston Super Six Symphonists on the Fullers'
vaudeville circuit in May 1925. While the ensemble certainly played
jazz music it is not believed to have incorporated the dance or any
music associated with the Charleston until a few months later. In this
respect the term has not been identified in any reviews of the band's
performances or in connection with its billing. May 1925 also saw
Regal Records announce the arrival of a new fox-trot record
"Charleston Cabin" b/w "Red Hot Mama" (G8255) which may have
been a Charleston-style number. It was not until the following
month, however, that the term Charleston was clearly identified as a
dance in Australia. This came about through advertisements placed
in various Melbourne newspapers by Jennie Brennan's School of
Dancing, which offered lessons in the Charleston by New York
dancer James Quinn.7

Source: Charleston Challenge Downunder

Possibly the first vaudeville entertainers to present the Charleston on stage in Australia were Eddie and Decima
McLean, who were also one of the first dance couples to introduce the Apache dance to Australians some 15 years
earlier. Their first known performance of the Charleston was at Sydney's Grand Opera House on 11 July 1925.
Whether the McLean's version resembled the American style is unclear, given that neither dancer had likely seen it
performed, and hence it was possibly choreographed from word of mouth descriptions. A little over a week later
Perth's Daily News commented on the arrival of the new dance, suggesting that the arrival of "the Jackies from the
American Fleet navy" would likely take the opportunity to teach some of Melbourne's girls the moves. The dance
"known as the Charleston," records the editor of "Notes and Comments on Matter Topical," consists "of the man

6
7

The style can actually be traced back to the Ashanti tribe from the Gold Coast of Africa.
See for example: Argus (Melbourne) 17 June 1925, 28; and 20 June 1925, 36.

placing his right hand firmly in the middle of his partner's back and shivering as long and as violently as possible."8
Not to be outdone in terms of offering something new, J.C. Williamson's introduced the dance, courtesy of Wahne
Shuaskah in Act 2 of Kids Boots at His Majesty's Theatre, Adelaide in July.9
Interestingly, the Charleston was initially viewed by a number of commentators
in England and Australia as a type of fox-trot and not related to jazz. The
Northern Star (Lismore, NSW), for example, published a brief article titled "Less
Jazz Dancing" in September 1925:
Dancing is to be a little less jazzy next winter. The "Charleston" foxtrot, which
is much danced in the United States, is being introduced into London, where it
is likely to meet with a certain amount of favour. This dance, which was
demonstrated to dance teachers in London by Mr Robert Sielle and Miss
Annette Mils, puts the trot back into the fox-trot. The dance will prove a
pleasant variation from the smooth glide of the previous fox-trot and a waltz. It
is specially suitable for crowded ballrooms, as it lends itself very easily to the
introduction of non-progressive steps (2 Sept. 1925, 3).

On 19 September the Charleston Super Six Symphonists finally announced their
intention to introduce the Charleston during their cameo appearance in the F.
Gayle Wyer revusical The Lady Buccaneer (Fullers Theatre, Sydney). That same
night, Maurice Diamond also introduced the dance at the Sydney Tivoli as part of
his Originalities of 1925 season. However, while many people saw this new craze
as positive, there were naturally others who viewed it as morally outrageous. On the same day that the Charleston was
being featured on Sydney's vaudeville stage, the Adelaide Chronicle published an article detailing a claim by Major C.
H. Taylor, president of the Society of Dance Teachers, that the latest "fox-trot," the Charleston, lent itself to vulgarity.
"Those dispassionate critics who have seen it performed, not by an isolated professional couple, but by a company of
ordinary amateur dancers, will emphatically agree with the major," writes the paper's journalist. "It is a fox-trot
crescendo which specially emphasizes those sinuous hip movements, executed by dancing partners in close contact,
which most suggest the negroid original. It might be passable as done by extremely skilful professionals, but they
would have to be purposely keeping an austerity of movement impossible for general dancers" ("Charleston," 60).10

Sunday Times (Sydney) 20 Sept. 1925, 9.

Among the artists who helped disseminate the Charleston via the variety stage were Victorian competition dancers
Jerry Hale and Bessie Shade who were invited to perform at the Sydney Tivoli in November 1925.
Interestingly, several Australian dance critics, including Patrick Chalmers, suggested as early as December 1925 that
the Charleston had exhausted its possibilities. "The Charleston is dead - if it ever was alive," he writes. Done to the
original music (there is just one Charleston piece), by a lithe professional on the stage or cabaret floor, it is exciting
[and] stimulating. Bur for the ordinary dancer the essential rhythm is too wild and woolly.11 Although the Charleston's
present on the variety stage was brief, and certainly not as long as the more dramatic Apache dance, its popularity with
social dancers lasted well into the 1930s, and underwent several revivals after that.
Further Reference:
Emery, Lynne Fauley. Black Dance in the United States from 1916 to 1970. Palo Alto, California: National Press
Books, 1972, 225-28.
"History." Charleston Challenge Downunder. [see also: The Roaring Twenties Festival link]. [sighted 18/03/2014]
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"Notes and Comments on Matter Topical." Daily News (Perth) 17 July 1925, 7.
See for example reports of live radio broadcast from His Majesty's - News (Adelaide) 25 July 1925, 2; and 15 Aug 1925, 5.
"Charleston Fox-Trot." Chronicle (Adelaide) 19 Sept. 1925, 60.
"New Dance Whims." Chronicle (Adelaide) 26 Dec. 1925, 68; and "New Dance Whims." Queenslander 9 Jan. 1926, 44.

CLOG DANCING
Clogging, from a Gaelic word meaning "time," is a folk dance in which the participants create audible percussive
rhythms by striking the heel, the toe, or both in unison against a floor or each other. In this respect it is a forerunner to
tap dancing. Clogging is thought to have developed in the Lancashire cotton mills during the 1600s when woodensoled clogs were worn instead of leather shoes because the floors were kept wet to help keep the humidity high, an
important factor in cotton spinning. During their breaks the men would have competitions to see who could make the
most rhythmically intricate patterns. These competitions eventually moved out into the wider community and
eventually in to the English music halls. Clogging also travelled further afield, becoming a form of social dance in the
American Appalachian Mountains and Ozarks region during the 1700s. There it became associated with early types of
American music that we now recognise as bluegrass or "old-time" music, which can be traced back to early Irish and
Scots-Irish fiddle tunes. Over the years clogging incorporated aspects of other cultural dance forms, including Irish,
Welsh, German, and Cherokee step dances and even African rhythms and movements.

Source: "Clogging and Blogging." Can't Use Scissors.

While the term clogging was the most common name for this style of dance up until the early 1900s,12 after which
time "tap dancing" started to the fore as a result of the introduction of lighter tap shoes, it was also known by a variety
of other names - including flat-footing, foot-stomping, buck dancing, and jigging. What all these had in common was
emphasizing the downbeat of the music by enthusiastic footwork. The movements of clog dancing fall into two
groups - toe and heel. Each toe movement occurs on an upbeat of the music
and is followed by a heel movement which occurs on the downbeat of the
music. There are no silent or syncopated beats in traditional clogging and the
rhythm is maintained by the heel. Within these two fundamental movements
the dancer can also incorporate a wide variety of variations - including double
toe, slides, brushes, steps and drags. As for the shoes, they also came in a
variety of styles. Unlike Dutch clogs, which are all wooden, the Lancashire
style originally comprised wooden soles and leather uppers. Naturally
variations existed with dancers over time and in different locations. These
included all wooden clogs, clogs with hard leather soles and clogs with velvet
uppers.
Clog dancing was a traditional part of music hall and minstrel/vaudeville
entertainment throughout the 19th century and early 20th centuries, and
indeed virtually every minstrel company boasted at least one "champion"
dancer. While clogging could be performed solo, as a double act or by groups
of three or more, the double act was arguably the most popular on the variety
stage.
McIntyre and Heath
Source: Mark Knowles. Tap Roots: The Early History of Tap Dancing. 2002.
12

The term "tap" is believed to first become part of the dance lexicon around 1902 (ctd. The Origins of Tap Dance).

Among the biggest names to specialise in clogging during the 19th century were Americans Dan Bryant, Eddie and
Willie Girard, Lotta Crabtree, Johnny Queen (1843-84) and William H. West, James McIntyre (1857-) and Thomas K.
Heath (1852-), Delehanty and Hengler; Billy Emerson (1846-1902), and John F. Sheridan and James H. Mack.
British comedian Dan Leno was regularly billed as "the world champion clog
dancer" during the 1880s, while in the early 1900s British comedians like Stan
Laurel and Charlie Chaplin also featured clog dancing during their music hall
routines.
Although the origins of clogging
in Australia are yet to be
established, it could have been as
early as the arrival of the first
fleet. The
earliest
public
performance located to date was
in 1847 at Hobart's Royal
Victoria Theatre, when Mr J.
Chambers performed it as a
specialty act during an evening of
Shakespeare.
By the 1860s clog dancing had
not only become a regular feature
Dan Leno
of minstrelsy entertainment in the
Australasian region but was also Source: BBC News Magazine 11 Dec.
2010.
being performed in competitions.
In January 1870, for example, the first prize given to the Sir Joseph
Banks' Pleasure Grounds clog dancing champion was a "silver
hunter lever watch" valued at £4.
Colonial Times (Hobart) 15 Jan. 1847, 1.

The names of all the clog dancers to perform on the Australasian variety stage during the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries would be almost impossible to list. There were however, a number of key and influential
performers (as well as celebrity artists not normally associated with clog dancing) who stand out. Among these are:
• Wallace and Carroll, and Harry Kelly (with Emerson's California Minstrels, ca. 1870s)
• Maggie Moore (1870s)
• Tommy Hudson (1870s) also with Buckley,13 Holly14
and Hudson (US Minstrels)
• Garner and Ross (1870s)
• Jennie Benson (1870s)
• Delohery Craydon and Holland (1880s/1890s)
• Edwin Shipp (1880s)
• Dan Tracey and Steve Adson (1880s)
• Jack Evans, Annie Arland (1890s)
• Mabelle (1910s)
• Joe Lawman (as a juvenile in the 1920s).
Argus (Melbourne) 26 Sept. 1874, 12.
• Fred Webber (Humphrey Bishop Co, ca. 1920s)
Clog dancing began to decline on the vaudeville stage during the 1910s as soft-shoe tap dancing became increasingly
popular. Interestingly, George Wallace (Snr) got his professional start with Happy Harry Salmon in North Queensland
in the late-1910s when he reportedly outdanced Salmon's best dancers with a clog dance in work boots. Clogging was
still around in the 1930s but largely occurred in social and/or competition environments.
Further Reference:
Knowles, Mark. Tap Roots: The Early History of Tap Dancing. North Carolina: McFarland and Co, 2002.
"History of Clogging Dance." Dance Lessons.net. [sighted 26/03/2014]
13
14

Tom Buckley.
Charles Holly.

SALOME DANCE
A choreographed take on the biblical story of Salome dancing before her father
Herodias in order to obtain the head of John the Baptist, the Salome Dance is also
known as the "Vision of Salome" or the "Dance of the Seven Veils."15 It became
a full-blown phenomenon following its introduction by Maud Allen in England
in 1908 and quickly spread to America and other parts of the West via various
theatrical and social forms, including opera, the media (which helped incite moral
panics), literature and the vaudeville stage. During the height of the craze in the
US in 1908 and 1909, the United Booking Office was unable to keep up with the
demand from its theatres for artists specialising in the dance.16 The version
performed for variety audiences has been described by several writers and critics
as a dignified or stylised version of the "cooch" or "hootchy-kootchy" dance,
which can be characterised as a sinuous, quasi-Oriental dance performed by a
woman and featuring suggestive gyrations and shaking of the body.
Allen was not the first person to perform the Salome. At the 1893 World's
Exposition held in Chicago, Middle Eastern dances were a feature of the Streets
of Cairo exhibition, for example. Although several women performed a hootchykootchy routine, it was Ashea Wabe, billed as Little Egypt, who became a star
with her interpretation of Salome's dance. "She was subsequently hired to
perform her artistic interpretation of this event (complete with dance and pose) at
Oscar Hammerstein's Olympic vaudeville theatre, for the exorbitant fee of one
thousand dollars per week."17

Cooch dancer ca. 1895.
Burlesque Hall of Fame

During their 1906 and 1907 tour of the USA, actors E.H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe included Herman Suderman's five
act play John the Baptist in their repertoire. It had previously played with much success in German under the title
Johannes. The last act featured Marlowe, as Salome, perform the dance. Interestingly, the Newsletter (Sydney) reports
in 1907 that her "Dance of the Seven Veils, with its gradual stripping to the buff did not allure. Miss Marlow is no
dancer," notes the writer18 Anthony Slide records, too, that the 1907 production of the Ziegfeld Follies presented two
Salome's - "the one who sings" (performed by Helene Gordon) and the one who dances (performed by Mlle Dazie).
According to Slide, American vaudeville audiences didn't see "The Vision of Salome" until Willie Hammerstein
presented it at his Victoria Theatre, New York City, in July 1908. The artiste was Gertrude Hoffman. Composer
Richard Strauss also debuted his one-act opera, Salome, in 1907."19
The Sydney Morning Herald also notes in September 1907 that Hugh J. Ward was to "be seen in [presumably a spoof]
of the Salome Dance from The Toreador."20 Three months later continental dancer La Sylpho debuted her version of
the dance at Harry Rickards' Sydney Tivoli. In its review of the 23 November show Sydney's Sunday Times used up
half the allotted space to describe La Sylpho's act:
La Sylpho, a Continental dancer, whose appearance had been anticipated with considerable interest, delighted
the audience at the Tivoli yesterday. La Sylpho is young, lithe, and with a sinuous body that may be described
by the comprehensive term of 'snaky.' Yet she is exceedingly graceful; in fact, her principal charm lies in the
ease and grace with which she throws herself into fascinating poses, which disclose her slim, pink-clad body
through filmy drapery sparkling with sequins: First, in the short skirt of the ballet, she gave a brilliant
exposition of too dancing. Then followed a Spanish castanet dance, and another mainly characterised by a fine
display of high kicking. The great feature of the turn, however, was tho famous 'Salome' dance, in which she
was soon at her best. In light gauze glittering with sequins, and through which the outlines of her figure could
be seen, La Sylpho went through a number of graceful and fascinating posturings that culminated in a
bewildering series of sinuous gyrations, and drew forth a burst of appreciative applause.21

15

The name "Dance of the Seven Veils" originates with Oscar Wilde's 1891 play Salome in the stage direction [Salome dances
the dance of the seven veils.]
16
Anthony Slide. Encyclopedia of Vaudeville." (1994), 449.
17
Loweeda. "The Dance Unveiled: Considering the Myth of Salome in Early Modernity." Loweeda Web. [sighted 24/09/2015]
18
"The Strutter's Page." Newsletter: An Australia Paper for Australian People (Sydney) 6 Apr. 1907, 3.
19
Based on Oscar Wilde's 1891 tragedy, Salome, Strauss's 100 minute-long opera has a highly unconventional in structure. It
unfolds in one continuous act with no intermission, and devotes approximately one-quarter of the performance to Salome's dance
and her request for the severed head. As Loweeda notes, this is an unusual compositional choice in that it suspends the opera's
action and essentially turns it into, "depending on one's perspective, either a ballet or a striptease."
20
"Theatrical Last Nights." Sydney Morning Herald 6 Sept. 1907, 9. The Toreador is believed to be the George Edwardesproduced musical comedy from 1901 (Gaiety Theatre, London). Ward performed his dance at the Criterion Theatre.
21
"Tivoli: Harry Rickards' Company." Sunday Times (Sydney) 24 Nov. 1907, 2.

La Sylpho as Salome

Source: Kate Pailish, Pinterest

Although Allen's London season in 1908 has long been claimed to have started the Salome phenomenon, she actually
performed the dance two years earlier in Vienna (Allen had been largely based in the Austrian capital since 1903). She
also performed it in Paris in 1907 at the Variete.22 Another dancer, La Loie Fuller is also reported to have been
presenting a Salome-inspired dance in Paris in 1907.23

Maud Allen and her "Vision of Salome."
Wikipedia

London's Palace Music Hall was the venue from which Allen's version of the dance became a popular culture
sensation and triggered countless imitators. It also created a moral furore in some quarters of British (as well as
American) society, a factor which no doubt played its part in igniting the public's fascination. Allen is recorded as
performing the dance somewhere between 250 and 300 nights in London alone. In "A Woman's Letter from Home,"
published in Adelaide's Observer, the writer describes her performance and the public's reaction in some detail.
22
23

"Paris Dance Sensation." Newsletter: An Australia Paper for Australian People (Sydney) 5 Oct. 1907, 5.
"Touchstone." "Greenroom Gossip." Punch (Melbourne) 26 Dec. 1907, 34.

The "Vision of Salome," descriptive of the Bible story of Salome
dancing before Horodias in order to obtain the head of John the
Baptist on a charger, has set ecclesiastical London by the ears,
and the controversial storm as to the propriety or impropriety of
Miss Allan depicting anything in the least approaching Biblical
subjects, has only added to the boom. In this dance Salome has
obtained the head. She places it on the stage, and her many
posturings first of all depict her savage joy as she gloats over it;
then she sees her conduct in the right light, and remorse seizes
her, till, overcome with the horror of it she sinks to the ground in
a swoon. In this act Miss Allan's costume is most daring, though
quite in keeping with the barbaric note of the dance. She wears
no fleshings whatever, and nothing on her body but au
arrangement of jewels joined by ropes of pearl; round her waist
is a skirt of black gauze edged with gold at the hem. Her
magnetism is so great one simply holds one's breath till the
curtain falls then, full of pent-up emotion hurries out, waits
impatiently for the carriage, then drive off somewhere, anywhere, so that it is near, to relieve one's feelings at supper. 24

Telegraph (Brisbane) 17 Nov. 1908, 8.

Australian newspapers began reporting Allen and the Salome Dance in earnest from early 1908. Many of the early
references were included in women's sections, and used descriptive terminology such as "savagery of an Eastern," to
"poetry of motion." By the end of the year the increasing interest in the dance saw articles and pars included in the
theatrical sections and as straight news stories. The subject matter also began to reflect some of the moral issues being
raised, as the example on the right demonstrates. Discussions on whether Allen's movements could be construed as
"dance"25 plied for space with the views of the clergy. "Archdeacon Sinclair on the Salome Dance: He is not
Converted"26 exemplifies one particular line of popular media inquiry. Headlines such "Famous Canadian Dancer
Banned: Manchester Police and Miss Maud Allen,"27 "Decadence of Dancing,"28 and "The Salome Craze: Morals and
the Stage,"29 appeared in newspapers in 1908 and early 1909 but were gradually superseded by more restrained
coverage.
The Salome Dance began to make its presence felt on the Australian
stage from late-1908, largely in response to the massive interest in Allen
from newspapers, magazines and the public. One of the earliest of the
post-Allen presentations, was interestingly its appearance on the bill of a
"novel Christmas entertainment" put on at Sydney's Queen's Hall
beginning Boxing Night 1908.

Sydney Morning Herald 19 Dec. 1908, 2.

24

On 10 February 1909 Mr A.L. Baird
presented "The Vision of Salome,"
accompanied by novel stage effects, at the
Athenaeum Hall, Melbourne, advertising it
as "A Sensation in Europe [and] A Furore
in America." It was further claimed:
"Presented on exactly the same lines as the
original production at the Palace Theatre,
London, when Miss Maud Allan's
performance thrilled London"30 The show's
dancer, Lucille Dessar ("the second Maud
Allen"), also performed Allen's other
signature dance, Mendelssohn's "Spring
Song."

"A Woman's Letter from Home." Observer (Adelaide) 25 Apr. 1908, 4. [Dated London,

20 Mar.]
25

"English National Theatre: Steps Towards It - Slow Gravitation." Shoalhaven News and
South Coast Districts Advertiser 20 June 1908, 6. This same article was published in numerous
newspapers around Australia in 1908.
26
West Gippsland Gazette 9 June 1908, 5.
27
Maitland Daily Mercury (NSW) 17 July 1908, 8.
28
Telegraph (Brisbane) 31 Aug. 1908, 5.
29
Register (Adelaide) 28 Apr. 1909, 6.
30
Age (Melbourne) 30 Jan. 1909, 16.

Lucille Dessar
Punch (Melbourne) 18 Feb. 1909,
13.

Australia's first "Queen of the Salome Dance," was Freda Cuthbert. Her first known
performance was at Kreitmayer's Waxworks in Bourke Street, Melbourne, also on 10
February 1909.31 Cuthbert's extensive itinerary for that year included appearances in
Sydney (Queen's Hall), Melbourne (Prahran Town Hall), Geelong (His Majesty's Theatre)
and Launceston (Empire Theatre). Other people known to have performed the dance in the
Australasian region during the height of the Salome craze included Athmore Grey (Tivoli,
1909), Ruby Baxter (during Hugh J. Ward's Company of Comedians tour of the East,
1909), Edie Collins (1909), and Little Charlotta (Launceston, 1910). The dance was also
incorporated into other theatrical vehicles, including for example the comedy, A Bachelor's
Honeymoon (1909). In 1909 Melbourne university students put on an event at Prince's
Court, with one of the features being a Salome Dance performed by Mr L.P. Brent32 The
following year Melbourne's Theatre Royal hosted a students' "Varsity Night" show, in
which the head of John the Baptist was represented by a Teddy Bear during the Salome
Dance spoof.33
Although the Vision of Salome was still performed on the vaudeville stage for a number of
years, particularly by Freda Cuthbert, it was naturally superseded by the next batch of
dance crazes - notably the Apache and the Tango.
Freda Cuthbert
Referee (Sydney) 10 Mar. 1909, 12.

Further Reference:
Kultermann, Udo. "The "Dance of the Seven Veils". Salome and Erotic Culture around 1900." Artibus et Historiae
Vol. 27, No. 53 (2006), 187-215
Loweeda. "The Dance Unveiled: Considering the Myth of Salome in Early Modernity." Loweeda Web. [sighted
24/09/2015]

Malik, Shireen, "She Freed and Floated on the Air": Salome and her Dance of the Seven Veils." In Jennifer Heath. The
Veil: Women Writers on Its History, Lore, and Politics. U of California P, 2008, 134-53.
"People Talked About." Famous Dancer." World's News (Sydney) 1 Aug. 1908, 8.
Slide, Anthony. The Encyclopedia of Vaudeville." UP of Mississippi, 1994, 449-51.
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Kreitmayer's Waxworks was then under the direction McMahon and Carroll.
"University Students: Fun at Prince's Court." Argus (Melbourne) 26 Apr. 1909, 9.
Peter Quince. "Theatre Royal." Punch (Melbourne) 9 June 1910, 32.

THE TANGO
A vibrant and playful dance between two people with much potential for expression,
improvisation and connection, the Tango (from the Latin word tango, meaning
"touch") is thought to have originated in Argentina, around the Buenos Aires region,
sometime during the 1890s. Known as "Baile con corte" (meaning dance with a rest),
its roots are said to lay in African slavery and developed as a hybridisation of dances
peculiar to the people of Haiti and Cuba as well as Argentina. In the early 1900s
dancers and orchestras from Argentina began to travel abroad, especially to Europe.
After the Tango became popular in Paris it was quickly taken up by dancers in other
major European cities (notably Berlin) and in London, England.
By the time the Tango reached New York City in 1913 it had become a dance craze.
The word Tango wasn't new to American dancers by that time, though. It appears to
have been applied to several dances in a 2/4 or 4/4 rhythm (including the one-step),
from at least 1911, and was sometimes referred to as the "North American tango" as opposed to the "Argentine Tango." Unlike the original style, in which the dancers
interpret the music spontaneously without any predetermined slows or quick
Source: Arnoud de Graaff
movements, the American Tango is more structured. The dancers also execute
their movements in both close and distant combinations. By 1913 the Argentinean influence began to increase in
popularity, and while this saw the Tango become more aligned with its origins, it also led to new styles being
developed.

A dance instructor teaches a class on the movements and steps of the 'tango'.
Source: Illustrated London News (London) 22 Nov. 1913.

News of the Tango craze began to filter into the Australian public's consciousness as early as February 1911, with
reports being published in newspapers around the country about the "latest Paris novelty." One of the earliest pieces to
focus on the dance was published in the Kalgoorlie Miner, with the writer suggesting that it was expected to create a
furore, and become "extremely popular all over Europe." The article goes on to note:
The new dance originated in the Argentine and Brazilian public dancing halls, and then became fashionable. Its
rhythm is quite original and may best be described as a cake walk played adagio, the combination of syncopated
time with a slow languorous air being particularly fascinating. The dance is made up of seven figures, the partners
taking their positions as for the Boston. After a few mazurka steps forward the cavalier reclines backwards while the
lady bows. The dancers then take several paces sideways in opposite directions, without, however, unclasping
hands, accompanied with movements of the arms in cadence with the music. This is followed by a two-step figure
and a repetition of the first figure. The dance is said to be extremely graceful and pretty.34

Over the next two years more details about the Tango began to emerge in Australia, bringing it increasingly towards a
phenomenon even though had not yet made its debut here - either in the dance halls or on the variety stage. Not
surprisingly many voices also spoke out about the negative aspects of the dance during this time, particularly its
questionable morality. By early 1913, in the lead-up to the Australian dance season (at which time the tango was
expected to finally make its appearance in the country), headlines like "No Freak Dances will be Allowed Here" began
to find space in various metropolitan and regional newspapers.35 In this respect the "Argentinian Tango" was being
viewed by some in the dance community as no more suitable for the ballroom as the "Bunny Hug," "Gabby Glide" and
the "Turkey Trot." The Apache Dance, which first made it appearance in the country in 1909, was not regarded as a
social dance at that time, but more a performance piece.
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"A Lady's Letter." Kalgoorlie Miner (WA) 17 Feb. 1911, 2.
See for example: Western Champion and General Advertiser for the Central-Western Districts 19 Apr. 1913, 17.

The first known public performance of the tango in Australia appears to have been at the Tivoli Theatre, Sydney on 26
April 1913. German-based dancers Bert and Hanna De Bruns, who had only just arrived in the country, presented a
dress dance act which included the Argentinean novelty. It was not the first time that Australians would have seen the
dance performed, however - just the first live performance. This is because a short film showing English entertainers
George Grossmith and Phyllis Dare reproducing the tango had already been touring the country by that time.36 Up
until they left the county in October 1913 the De Bruns essentially owned the Tango as far as Australian audiences
were concerned.
Over the next 12 months the dance was increasingly performed by other
vaudeville acts as artists and managers sought to take advantage of the
public's demand for the craze. Among the first to realise the potential,
despite the conservative backlash that had preceded its arrival in the
county, was Edward Branscombe. In early 1914 his Dandies companies
were presenting refined seasons of costume entertainment in various
centres around the country, and by March the Tango had become a feature
of their shows. On 6 March 1914, for example, his Brisbane company gave
exhibitions of ballroom style Tango dancing, following this a week later
but the Tango stage dance. But as Delyse Ryan notes, the other local
managements were not about to let the Cremorne Theatre and the Dandies
take control of the Tango in their town:

Mr and Mrs Barclay showing "El Corte," the
principal Movement in the Tango. Teachers of
the Tango and all Other Society Dances.
Academy, 185 Park St., South Melbourne.
Source: Pocket Tango Guide (n. yr.).
Courtesy of State Library of Victoria.

One night after the Dandies' first
rendition of the dance, with no
prior warning an with the bold
claim of "For the First Time in
Brisbane,
the
Inter-national
Dancing Craze, The Tango," the
Palace Theatre in the Valley also
presented the dance. Meanwhile
the Empire announced that
audiences should "LOOK OUT
FOR GRAND TANGO TEAS." 37

Among the performers associated with the Tango during its early association
with the Australian variety stage were Phyllis Lawson and Carl Bentzeen,
Josephine Davies, George W. Salenger and Miss Dudley Hamilton, Harry
and Nellie Quealy, and Marguerite Leroy and Sydney Carlton (Dandies).
According to Noel Jacklin, in Dancing to Damnation (2009), one of the
earliest, if not the first, social dance events to feature the tango was held in
Source: National Library of Australia
Melbourne at St Kilda's Palais de Danse on 20 December 1913 (2). The
event, reported in the Argus, apparently involved dancers performing "a series of reverse movements and posings
[that required] lightness of foot and suppleness of body. They had," writes the reviewer, "eccentric grace without the
least trace of anything suggestive or offensive" ("Dancing at St Kilda," 8).
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See for example: The Reporter (Box Hill, Vic) 9 May 1913, 8; and Riverina Grazier (Hay, NSW) 9 May 1913, 2.
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THE VAMPIRE DANCE
Intended to illustrate Rudyard Kipling's gruesome poem "A Fool There Was" (1897), the Vampire Dance was seen by
many as the horrendous successor to the Apache Dance, and described by at least two critics as "the last word in
terpsichorean indecency"38 and "the ultimate limit in the decadent dancing lately so popular in London."39 The dance,
as described in various newspapers reports from 1909 and 1910, involves a passionate struggle between a young man
and a female vampire. A critic for the London Magazine writes in this respect:
Amidst wild scenery a young man picks a blood red rose. As he presses it
to his lips the petals scatter, the sun goes out, and from the darkness
shines a blood red light, which reveals the vampire crouched watching
him, in her lair….rising she swoops and slides and glides round her prey,
till maddened by her bewitchments, he seizes her in his arms. He kisses
her lips and as he lifts his face the vampire flies at his throat and tries to
set her teeth in it. Horror-struck the wretched man pushed her away. She
falls silently to the ground, formless, boneless, like a dead snake (the
whole proceeding is so utterly debased that only the lower animal forms
suggest themselves in comparison); but in a moment, with horrible,
wormlike movements, she slides near him again. Now he runs from her,
fighting for life, but again she allures him as a snake a bird; and as he
kisses her again he falls backwards to the ground, the vampire's teeth fastfixed in his throat. For a moment he lies half dead, while the Thing
regards him with foul triumphant eyes. Then, in a last desperate effort to
escape he rolls in a final ghastly agony down, down, down the steps of
her lair, stark terror staring from his eyes, his mouth crooked. The
Vampire woman comes snake-fashion after him, crouches bestial, and,
with a sudden, savage spring, is spread across her wretched victim, her
sharp teeth in his throat… It is a horrid story.
Alice Eis and Bert French
The originators of the dance, Alice Eis and Bert French, are also most
Source: www.pinterest.com
associated with it, having performed it live in British, European and
American music halls and vaudeville theatres, and in the two act film The Vampire (1910). Other couples known to
have performed the dance on the international stage include: Mildred Deverez and Tom Terriss (1910). Over the next
couple of years the Vampire Dance was also incorporated into several films, including The Vampire Dancer (1912),
The Vampire (1913), The Dance to Death (1913), The Vampire's Trail (1914), A False Beauty (1914) and Dance of
the Vampire (1914). Most, if not all of these films, were exhibited in Australia and New Zealand during the mid1910s.

Left: Alice Eis and Bert French. Right: Alice Eis
Source: NYPL Digital Collections (USA)
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London Times Ctd. Border Mail and Riverina Times 16 June (1910), 4.

Interestingly, while the Vampire Dance made its debut in the USA, Europe and Great Britain as a live performance, no
record of it having been presented to variety theatre audiences in Australia or New Zealand up until 1915 has yet been
located. This seems somewhat surprising given both the attention it garnered in the newspapers of both countries, and
the fact that the almost equally "abhorrent" Apache Dance was being performed live on Australasian stage during the
same period. Furthermore, Edison Records created a film/music tie-in when it released "Dance of the Vampires" by
the National Mil Band in April 1910. The following year, Clarke and Meynell's Dramatic Company, in conjunction
with George Willoughby, also toured Porter Emerson Brown's controversial melodramatic adaptation of Kipling's
poem around Australia. The Vampire Dance does not appear to have been introduced into the production, however.

"The Vampire Dance"
A vaudeville speciality performed by Sydney girl, Nina Speight.
Theatre Magazine (Sydney) Nov. 1915, 39.

Advertiser (Adelaide) 22 July 1911, 2.
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The Vampire Dance (postcard)
Source: www.etsy.com
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